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mobile   device.   In   a  cellular   phone   a   GSM/UMTS   infrastructure   performs 
horizontal handover and the user does not notices any call or ongoing session 
interruption while roaming. The handover procedure begins when the received 
signal   strength  identificator  (RSSI)  of  a  mobile  device  falls  below a  level,   it 
discovers a neighbour access point with better quality of services (QoS) than its  
current access point. In heterogeneous wireless networks different portions of 
RF   spectrum   are   used   and   is   difficult   or   impossible   for   a  mobile   node   to 
concurrently maintain  its  connectivity without signal   interruptions.  Thus,   the 
different   network   environments  must   be   integrated   and   support   a   common 
platform   to   achieve   seamless   handover.   The   seamless   or   vertical   handover's 
target   is   to  maintain   the    mobile   user's   IP   address   independently   of   user's 
location   or   of   the   physical   parameters   the   current   network   is   using.   A 
mechanism that keeps a mobile device to an ongoing connection by maintaining 
its  home­location  IP address  is   the Mobile­IP protocol  which operates  at  the 
network­layer of the Open System Interconnection (OSI) model.  
In   this  M.Sc.   thesis  we   perform   heterogeneous   network   scenarios  with   the 
Mobile­IP technology. Moreover, we have built the system practically and assist 
the   applicability   of   such   heterogeneous  wireless   networks   through   real­side 
measurements.  We used Linux operating system (Ubuntu & Debian) between 
different   network   technologies,  made   at   the   National   Center   for   Scientific 








convienient   by   offering   mobile   device   applications   to   the   users   anytime, 
anywhere with better Quality of Service (QoS). As the growth of the mobile 
internet   is   increasing   exponentially,   most   organizations   need   to   use   more 
sophisticated networks that link their individual employees and their respective 
PC's  and  workstations.  Mobile  users  are   requiring  access   to   the   information 
stored on fixed or mobile computers of their private intranets and on the global 










network protocol  gives  the capability   to  the mobile user   to  move seamlessly 
from one wireless  network to  another  with different  characteristics  while   its 
device is supported with multiple wireless network interface cards. 
 
I   concentrated on performing an heterogeneous network which  is   supported 
with  mobile­IP   protocol   to   achieve   vertical   handovers   at   the   departmental 
laboratory of NSCR ''Demokritos'' Research Center, (NCSR). In my thesis, first I 
briefly refer to the OSI model and IPv4 protocol which was used for the testbed. 
































• Protocol   field,   used   by   the   IP   layer   to   determine  which   higher­layer 
protocol   created   the   payload  within   the   IP   packet.   For   example,   the 











A 1.0.0.1 to 126.255.255.254 16   million   hosts   on   each   of   127 
networks
B 128.1.0.1 to 191.255.255.254 65,000   hosts   on   each   of   16,000 
networks.
C 192.0.1.1 to 223.255.254.254 254   hosts   on   each   of   2   million 
networks.
D 224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255 Reserved for multicast groups.
E 240.0.0.0 to 254.255.255.254 Reserved   for   future   use,   or   Research 
and Development Purposes.
The loopback interface is identified by the system as  lo  and has a default IP 
address   of   127.0.0.1.   The   ranges   127.x.x.x   are   reserved   for  loopback   or 
localhost.  Every IP address  is  broke down into four sets of  octets  that break 




IP      255.         255.       255.         255
Binary value 11111111.11111111.11111111.11111111.
Octet value        8              8             8              8
However,   today   there   is   an  exhaustion  of   IPv4  addresses   and  a   creation  of 




IPv6   has   an   address   size   of   128   bits   (2^128=   ~340,282,366, 
920,938,463,463,374, 607,431,768,211,456) , while IPv4 maintains a 32 bits 



























































By   typing     “christof@ubuntu:~$ route ­n”  at   Linux's   operating   system,   it 
provides the device's routing table, in table 4.
Table 4. Kernel IP routing table. 
Destination  Gateway Genmask Flags Metric Ref Use  Iface
192.168.1.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.0  U    
  2  
  0    0  wlan0
169.254.0.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.0.0  U   1000   0    0 wlan0























broadcast  mode   because   the   scanning  will   include   all   access   points   of   the 
neighbour networks. Most access points refer to the SSID as the network name 




The   Passive   scanning   saves   battery   power   because   it   does   not   require 
transmitting frames as it waits. The received beacons are buffered and record 
















Destination  Gateway Genmask Flag
s
Metric Ref  Use  Iface





169.254.0.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.0.0  U   1000    0       
0
wlan0
0.0.0.0  192.168.1.254  0.0.0.0 UG       
0
   0       
0
wlan0
The  Unsuccessful   association   requests   include   only   a   status   code,   and   the 





from an  access  point.  This  parameter  depends  on  the  distance  between   the 
mobile device and its access point and can be used to detect that a link is going 
down. 






The  problem  occurs  when   the  mobile   device   is   located   at   the   edge  of   the 
coverage   area   and   the   power   level   of   the   device   is   decreasing.   The   signal 
strength or power level of a mobile device is measured by the amount of IP 
packets  received.   If  packets received without errors are below a power  level 
threshold, a Link Going Down event is triggered. (Murtaza A. 2010)
The   power   level   threshold   depends   on   the   noise   level   of   the   operating 
environment  and  the  receiver  performance (BER as a   function of  Eb/No).   In 
heterogeneous networks different wireless technologies exist, and the network 
selection  for  a  mobile  device  is  getting more complex.  In  order   to   schedule 
handover in heterogeneous environment, the decision on target network and its 















initiates   the   reassociation  procedure   and   communicates  with   the   old   access 












a   foreign  network   it   listens   for  agent  advertisements  and  then,   it  obtains  a 
foreign address   from the foreign network that   it  has moved to.  This  foreign 








address  of   the mobile  node and  its  home agent   is  sent  out   to  complete  the 
Mobile­IP re­registration. The home agent contains a table that maps the mobile 











agent,  which reduces  the overall   latency of   the handover.  (Niesink L.  2007) 
Sometimes,   the  mobile   node   decides   to  move   to   another   network  without 
waiting for the next periodic transmission of an agent advertisement. It will send 
agent  solicitation to   its  home agent  and force  it   to   immediately  transmit  an 
agent advertisement. 
It   is   useful   when   the   frequency   at   which   agents   are   transmitting   agent 
advertisements is too low for a mobile node when moving rapidly from one link 
to   another.  When   a   foreign   agent   is   discovered,   it   sends   a   binding   update 
including the destination and home addresses to its home agent to announce its 
new location, shown in figure 6. Then, the home agent redirects the packets to 






































































The   foreign   agent  is   the   router   on   the  mobile   node’s   visited   network   and 
cooperates with the mobile node’s home agent in order to route packets to the 
mobile node. The foreign agents periodically broadcasts agent advertisements to 
































messages.   The   advertisement   messages   are   propagated   periodically   in   a 
broadcast manner by all agents. The mobile user can learn if it is located in its 
31
home  network  or   in   a   foreign   network   depending   on   the   type   of  message 
exchanged between the home and the foreign agent. 
4.5. Triangle routing

























CoA  to   the  CN.  The  CN will   then update   its  binding   for   the  mobile  node's 
address.  In   this  way  a   chunk  of   signaling  due   to   routing   to  home agent   is 
eliminated,  shown in  figure 11. However,  this  structure  leaves some security 













protocol.   Both   registration   messages   use   the   UDP   protocol   in   which   a 









make   a   brief   description   of   the  UMTS   architecture   before  we   describe   the 











Mobile WiMax  70   Mbps  10 km
3G cellular  3   Mbps  1 km


















As   mentioned   before,   vertical   handover   consists   of   different   integrated 
networks. In integrated 802.11/802.16e networks the mobile users may want to 
use the 802.11 network whenever it is accessible. The 802.11 network protocol 
supports   smaller   coverage  with   high   data   rates   and   802.16   supports   larger 
coverage with low data rates.   The mobile­IP uses triggers from the MAC layer 
such as ‘‘link up” and ‘‘link down” although such triggers are not specified in the 










connection and CoA generation  maintained  connectivity   to   the  802.16e  link 





for  data communications.  The  link down trigger  helps  the MIPv4 module to 
detect the disconnection of the 802.11 link faster. The movement detection of 









The   UMTS   network   architecture   consists   of   the   Base   Station   (BS),   Radio 
















supports   3.3–3.4GHz   and   3.65­3.70  GHz   and  maximum   transmit   power   of 
22dBm,   and   is   intended   to   support   mainly   outdoor   customers   premises 
















remote systems or  individual users  with secure access  to  their  organization's 











Vodafone   ISP   (Internet).   The   PPP   protocol   is   the  most   common   link­layer 






systems.   Linux   is   a   generic   term   referring   to  Unix­like   computer   operating 
systems  based  on  the  Linux  kernel.  The  Linux  kernel  characterize   the  piece 
taken  to  handle   the  hardware  and communication applications  with   it.   It   is 
responsible for memory management and file system, communication between 






of   Linux.   Some   of   the  most   popular   at   the  moment   are   Ubuntu,   Debian, 
OpenSUSE, Fedora, Mandriva, Slackware etc. We used the Debian and Ubuntu 
operating systems and  installed  the Dynamic and Hierxarchical   IP  Tunneling 
System package to create our Mobile­IP Network.(Softpedia ­Linux. 2010) The 
Ubuntu version was  9.04 with  2.6.28 Linux­kernel  which  includes  the   latest 









network characteristics  such as  UDP or  TCP IP packets  being  transmitted or 
received from a network to which a fixed or mobile device is attached. It also, 


























(NCSR).  There   are   types   of  media  deployed   throughout   the   campus:  wired 







Our   network   topology   included   several   networks   using   Wimax,   WiFi, 
GSM/UMTS   technologies.  The   network  was   transformed   into   one   after  we 
configured the Mobile­IP protocol to our platform and by installing mobile node 
and home agent software. (Sourceforge ­ Dynamics 2010) The Wifi and wimax 
















disables   this   mode   and   sets   the   default   mode   where   the   mobile   node 
decapsulates   the   IP­within­IP encapsulated IP  packets.  With   the  mobile  node 
decapsulation the mobile node acquires a care­of­address (CoA) from the visited 














mobile   node   from   other   networks   via   the   home   agent.   The   following 
configuration option specifies the routing operation that is used with the CoA: 
• 0 = set default route to the tunnel 



























We   configured   the   home   agent   in   order   to   establish   connection  with   our 















listen   for   registration   requests   and   Socket   Priority   to   1.   Also,   we   set   the 
maximum amount of bindings to 20 times to control the amount of time that the 











mobile   node­foreign   agent   key   from   the   AAA   extension.   We   set 









will   be   rejected   until   at   least   one   of   the   pending   registrations   has   been 
completed   or   has   timed   out.   Then  we   set   to   false   the   following  mobile­IP 
mechanisms as we did at the mobile node configuration and home agent files 
before. Also, the foreign agent may request registration even from mobile nodes 



















sending   registration   messages   to   a   mobile   node   it   does   not   implement 
fragmentation. Thus,  IP packets  larger than the used maximum transfer unit 











The   testbed   router   consisted   of   four   interfaces   where   two   interfaces   were 
connected to networks with different technologies such as WiMax and WLAN. A 
third interface was provided for the home agent of our mobile­IP platform. The 
fourth   interface   was   configured   to   support   the   3G/UMTS   infrastructure 
connected   to   the   rest   of   the   platform.  We   set   the   interfaces   to   the 































The ethernet   IP  address  was   the    143.233.252.214,  the   testbed  router's   IP 








Destination Gateway Genmask Flags Metric Ref Use Iface
143.233.252.212 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.252 U 0 0 0
eth0
143.233.222.192 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.192
U 0 0 0 eth4
143.233.222.128 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.192
U 0 0 0 eth2
143.233.222.64 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.192
U 0 0 0 eth3
143.233.222.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.192



















device)  configured with  the Vodafone  ISP settings  to  dial  and  to  established 



































The  /dev/ttyACM0 is the location of the device that  wvdial  should use as our 
modem, where in our experiment was the Nokia mobile device connected with a 
PC into our network.  After succesfull connection the PPP protocol started the 













































































key   (username,  password).  The   secret   key  or   encryption   is  used   to  prevent 
session­stealing   attacks.   Thus,   link   encryption   was   employed   between   the 
mobile node and the agents by using secret keys to both encrypt and decrypt the 
payload data which they exchange. 
The   secret   key   is   provided   as   a   hexadecimal  (HEX)   number   string.   The 










































SPI HA  IP Alg. Shared Secret























































Technology  (HUT).   It   is   a   scalable,   dynamical,   and   hierarchical   Mobile­IP 
software   for   Linux   operating   systems.   (Sourceforge   –  Dynamics   2010)   The 
Dynamics mobile ip package is partially ported for Microsoft Windows (98SE, 
ME,  NT4,  2000)  as  well.  The   first   step   to   setup   the  MobileIP   test­bed  was 
installing the dynamics package in a platform with four computer interfaces. 










Then  we  downloaded   and   installed   the  Dynamics  mobile­IP.  (Sourceforge   – 
Dynamics   2010)  We   had   to  make   the   following   changes   to   the  mobile­IP 
software at mobile node machine.
• In  dynamics­0.8.1/src/mn.c  code   we   added   the   command 
mn.tunnel_mode = 3 into the find_agent function.












































• /usr/local/sbin/dynmnd—debug—no­wireless—config:  Run   the 
executive file of the mobile node daemon.
• /usr/local/etc/dynmnd.conf: Starts the mobile node daemon. 





• echo   "preparing   ha   environment":  Types  the   home   agent's 
environment.
• echo   1   >/proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward:  Set   to   home   agent 
configuration parameters to act as a router and forward IPv4 addresses.






















































































255.255.255.255 UGH 0 0 0 eth0
143.233.222.
0



















Regarding   the   network   delay,   it   has   impact   on   both   the   handover   enable 
signalling and on mobility management mechanism. We chose to ping randomly 
from a PC located into the wifi coverage area to WiMax link to test the vertical  














We could  better  observe   the  handover  delay  between   those   technologies  by 
using the Matlab computing language and its graph, shown in figure 23.
Figure 23. Wimax to Wifi vertical handover.















W ifi-Wimax vertical handover
The figure illustrates the Mobile­IP mechanism performance. The mobile node 
























W im ax -UM TS  vert ic al handover
The   main   difference   is   that   in  WiMax­UMTS   takes   slightly   more   time   to 
conclude and that UMTS­WiMax is significantly faster. These results are due to 
the fact that the UMTS network infrastructure introduces more communication 














internet   applications  with   low   financial   costs.   The  most   important   issue   of 
networks integration is that the mobile users are experienced almost seamless 
handover when roaming.
In   this   paper,   we   introduced   the   mobile­IP   mechanism   and   evaluated   its 
performance by experiments in integrated wimax, wifi and UMTS networks. We 
used a centralized unit  (testbed router)  to experience the vertical  handovers 
between Wimax, Wifi and UMTS infrastructures. In practise, we observed that 
there was no real seamless handover when we were roaming between those 
networks.   Moreover,   when   our   mobile   node   used   the   Wifi   network   the 
communication  delay  between   the   testbed   router  and  our  mobile  node  was 
measured   at   approximately   4ms.   When   we   used   the   wimax   network   the 
communication   delay   was   at   approximately   35ms   and   when   we   used   the 
3G/UMTS network  the round­trip delay was at approximately 120ms.          
However,   mobile­IP   technology   today   remains   a   hot   topic   for   further 
development by many research organizations. Researchs are focused in mobility 
management to achieve smoothly handover while a mobile user is roamming 
between   different   networks.   A   number   of   papers   have   been   written   on 
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